The English Department proudly celebrates Aden Capps as our Outstanding English Major. Aden’s stellar work across diverse classes--from Shakespeare to American Literature--attests to his intellectual abilities. A thoughtful, quiet student, Aden’s powerful insights are demonstrated in his writing, which has developed from strong to outstanding. For both American Literature courses, he contributed to group discussions a new and thoughtful perspective. In British Literature 2, he crafted a paper about the place of literature in a time of crisis. Aden argues that now, during the pandemic, “[e]ffective writing has the power to seize the individual; its grasp functions to shape our ideas about the world around us”: as thinker and writer, Aden himself holds this power.

Aden’s Words of Gratitude:
Thank you SBCC English department! This school has provided me with the best education experience I have ever had. Every class I take leaves me with a new area of interest.